
Virtual sensitive revolutionizes the tactile world

Find out our concept and enter the circle !



Equal access to the information whatever 

the position of the user.

Easy sharing of document between the 

users.

Very efficient team working.

Creativity and user frienliness guaranteed.

High 95 cm, weight 50 kg, screen diam 76 cm/30 Inches, high resolution 1080 p and 1200 p, more than 

100 touchpoints  simultaneously, high reactivity (latence < 10 ms), multi-user and multi-applications 

simultaneously.

Embedded computer : Intel i7 3,3 GHz, 8 Gb RAM, grafic card NVIDIA GTX 650, projector high fidelity 

(colorimetry respected), high brightness german made(Eyevis).

For more characteristics, see the datasheet available on demand by e-mail or via our website :

www.virtualsensitive.com

Designed and build by our own team , Coconote® is a circular table whose characteristics are at leading edge of tactile technology: embedded full HD

projector with leds, more than 100 touch points simultaneously for a multi user and multi applications use

Each Coconote® comes in standard with Collao® operating system and its cocktail of applications.

coconote®, an innovative technology



Collao® is a patented operating system, exclusively developed for Coconote®. It allows several users to work simultaneously on separate applications or

to work all together on a single application.

Collao® manages up to six individual round windows. With a single finger

these windows can enlarge without overlapping the others.

Collao® allows easy sharing of files between the different windows.

Furthermore, Collao® allows co-working on a full screen common

application.

Collao® displays information on equally way to each user whatever his

position around the table (no more matter with up and down

direction, large and small side).

Collao® works with any operating system (Linux, Windows, Mac) in a

transparent way.

Collao® comes with any Coconote® and only Coconotes®.

collao®, a completely new operating system



Configo® has been specially and exclusively designed for configuration of Coconote® display. It is on-line accessible from any computer, tablet or

smartphone and allows you to customise your applications to meet your needs: display environment, choice of applications and multimedia documents ,

customisation of maps , quiz questions....

configo®, an ideal configuration tool

Intuitive : only few minutes are sufficient to understand how

it works

Reactive: when connected to the web, a Coconote® asks

regularly to its Configo® if there is any updated

configuration available. If yes, this new configuration will

be installed automatically

Powerful: screen modifications, graphics, additional

applications, modification of contents: video, photo, pdf. 3D

models...

Furthermore Configo®, is an administration tool:

- turn on and turn of hours,

- administration of groups of tables with similar

- or different configurations,

- previous configurations back up,

- activity thread: connections, deconnections…..



Numerous applications are already available in our catalogue and are delivered with each Coconote®. In addition we custom make applications. Your

licence Collao® gives you access to any new or updated application

a cocktail of applications

Informative applications : pdf, images,

vidéos, 3D models......

Recreational applications : aquarium,

stars and other games

Educational applications : puzzle, quizz,

drawing...

Collaborative applications

On demand applications according to your

specification



contact-us

Coconote® will undoubtedly appeal to you if you are: an events professional, tourism officer, scenographer or museum manager, designer of public places,

entertainment park manager, industrial company manager, marketing manager, teacher or training or research centre director, designer architect... and

much more!.

coconote®, unlimited uses in many sectors
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